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Of the methods currently available f01' the study of hyperfine 

structure (hfs) in optically excited states, none is generally suitable for 

the study of rc.dioactive isotopes. Optical double resonance, level-

crossing spectroscopy conventional optical spectroscopy,. and other tech-

niques where the light is detected are not suitable for studying trace 

amounts of radioactive isotopes in the presence of large amounts of stable 

carrier. Moreover, wall interaction interferes with attempts to study 

separated samples. An atomic - beam experitnent was devised by Perl, 

Rabi, and Senitzky for studying the excited states of the alkalis by direct 
. 

magnetic resonance. 1 However, this method cannot be easily generalized 

to radioactive isotopes because of the: small signals involved. 

2 . It has been shown recently that the atomic - beam method can be 

.. extended to the study of isotope shifts and the optical Stark effect in radioactive 

isotopes. In this letter we describe a way this method can be modified to 0 b-

,tain a substantial improvement in resolution. With this improvement, details 

·of the'hfs of the 62
p1/2 states ofthe cesiuITlisotopes are revealed to a pre

cision' of about 50 MHz. It is felt that this method should be generally 

applicable to the study of the hfs of optically excited states in any isotope (radio-
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active or stable) that can be deflected in an atomic - beam apparat.us, 

and we report here as a demonstration the measurement of the hfs in 

2 134m _, 
the 6 'P1/l state of CS(T1/ 2 - 2.911). 

The basic apparatus (see Fig. 1) is identical to that of Ref. 2 

except for the addition of an atomic - beam absorption cell. An atomic 
'--

beam flop-in apparatus is employed whose C region consists of a pair 

of electric field plates with a gap of 0.035 in. The plates consist of a 

heated-:glas s cathode and a stainles s steel anode both of which are 

ground to within 10-4 in. The homogeneity of the electric field pro-

duced is estimated to be about"O.5% and is sufficiently good so that it 

does not contribute appreciably to the line width. Light from a cesium-

resonance lan~p illuminates the region in the gap. The light is filtered 

so that only the D1 transition (62p1/2 -> 6 2s 1/2) is passed. In the lamp 

line, the hfs of the 62p1/2 state is not completely resolved and the lamp 

line consists of a doublet, the cOlnponents of which are separated by the 
, , 

hfs of the ground state. With this apparatus, the precision is limited 

by the width of the lamp line, about 1500 MHz. However, the precision 

may be substantially improved by pas sing the filtered light through an 

opticc;.lly dense cesium absorption beam. The e·ffect of the absor.ption 

beam is to remove from each of the lamp lines a doublet. The two com.-

2 
ponents of the doublet .are separated by the hfs of the 6 p 1/2 state, and 

each con~ponent has a width of about 150 MHz (see the energy-level 

diagram. in Fig. 2).' In principle, this width can be made as low as the 

natural line' width, which for the cesium resonance line is about 10 MHz. 

However, such high precision would dei-nand an electric field that is 

homogeneous and reproducible to better than 0.5 X 10- 3 at fields of 
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almost 0.5X10 6 volts/ern. This is presently beyond our capability 

and accordingly we have designed our absorption beam to achieve a 

width of about 150 MHz. 

The Cs atoms in the atomic - beam. apparatus are state -selected 

by the narrow gap between the electriC -field plates so that es sentially 

. 133 
we can refocus only atoms in the lowest hyper fine state ( F = 3 for Cs 

/ 
~ 134m 

and F = 15 Z ror· Cs). The observed 133Cs intensity pattern is 

shown in Fig. Z and can be understood with reference to the inserted 

energy-level diagram. Indicated, directly above each of the observed 

intensity minima is the position of the Stark-shifted energy levels of 

133Cs beam ato;Us relative to the unshifted levels of atoms in the ab-

,sorption cell. At zero electric field thea bsorption lines of the Cs 

atomic beam overlap the absorption lines of the Cs absorption beam, 

and a minimu...1TI in the intensity 'curve is-observed. However, as the 

electric field is turned on, the Stark effect decreases the frequency of 
, , 

the absorption lines of the atoms ill the beam apparatus, .and the ob-

served signal increases. However, when the electric field is sufficient 

, to shift the frequency by an amount equal to the hfs of the excited 

(6 2P
1/

2
) state, a second intensity minimum is observed. At higher elec

tric fields th,e· frequency is shifted by an amount equal to the ground-

state hfs, and the beam-absorption line is brought into resonance with 

the seconc:1lamp-emission line. Here three intensity minima can be ob-

served corresponding to the overlap positions indicated in the energy-

level diagram .. These three minima are equally spaced and correspond 
. - ... Z 

to a shift by an amount equal to the hfs of 6 Pi/Z' The unlabelled 

minitna correspond to structure present in the lamp line. 
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As· can be seen from the energy-level diagram, the separation 

between the two minimum points labeled 0' and 0. corresponds to a 

Stark shift of the energy levels equal to 9192 1vlHz, the hfs of the 133 Cs 

° 

ground state. Using this as a calibration, and taking the separations 

0'-13, y-O, O-E as 2 
equal to the hfs of the 6 P1/2 state, we obtain. 

133 2 
6v (6 P1/2) = 1167 ± 40 MHz . 

. This value is in good agreement with the value obtained by conventionc:l 

optical spectroscopy. 3 

A similar situation pertains when the atomic beam consists of 

d o • 134mC ra loactlve- s. 2 2 
Here, however, the hfs of both 6 s 1/2 and 6 P1/2 

are smaller than for 133Cs , so that Stark tuning can bring about only 

one overlap of the beam absorption lines with the lamp emission lines. 

However, there are four possible overlap positions of the Stark~shifted 

. 134m '. ° 133 
energy levels of Cs beam atoms wlth the unshlfted levels of Cs 

atoms in the absorp.tion cell. As seen in Fig. 3 these overlap positions 

correspond to minim.a in the observed intensity pattern. From the 

energy-level diagram it is clear that the separation between the minima 

0' arid 13 and between 'I and 0' corresponds to the hfs of the 6
2
p1/2 state 

f 134mC Th . 11 b 1 M th o s. ese are experlmenta y seen to e equa. 1 oreover, e 

separations between 0' and y and betvveen 13 and 5 should cor,respond 

to the hfs' of the 6 2p1/2 state of 133Cs . This also agrees with our ob

servations. From the observed separations we infer 

134m' 2 . 
6v· (6 PilZ) = 473 ±60 MHz . 

. 
In addition, from the position of the minima we obtain a new precision 

value for the- 134mCs _133Csisotope shift (IS). We find 
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. . -3 -1 
IS = 7- 1. 4 (2. 0) X 1 0 . c m " 

where the positive sign indicates that the shift is in the direction pre-

dicted by the normal-volume effect. This value is substantially smaller 

than that reported in Ref. 2, where apparently an overly optimistic as-

sessment of the error was made. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of appa.ratus. 

Fig. 2. Observed -133Cs signal vs (applied voltage)2. The position 

of the Stark-shifted absorpti.on lines relative to those in the 

absorption cell for each of the observed minima is indicated 

directly above the minima. The separation between· Q and 6 

corresponds to a shift equal to the ground--state hyperfine sep-

aration, and serves as a calibration. 

Fig. 3. Observed 134mCs signal vs (applied voltage)2. The minima 

h b . b "1" 1 ""d " h 133 C b O! occurs w en eam a sorptlon Ine COlnCl es WIt s a -

sorption line A; p occurs when line 2 coincides with A; y occurs 

when 1 coincides with B; and 6 occurs when 2 coincides with B. 
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